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Project Director service contract for The Sheffield Wheat Experiment 

We wish to appoint an individual or an organisation that can deliver the following service contract 
between June 2022 and April 2024  (136 days). 

We have allocated a capped budget of £22,500 over this period which will include VAT (if 
applicable). 

We anticipate a work programme that may require an average of 1.5 days per week but there may 
be periods when more intensive work is required as well as occasional evenings and weekends. 

 

Overview 
 
The Sheffield Wheat Experiment is a non-profit distributing, unincorporated association formed with 
the following aim: 
 
To creatively engage with growers and non-growers to increase our understanding of heritage 
wheat, cereals and other locally grown foods to improve the sustainability of local food growing 
(including grain to plate initiatives), seed-saving, processing, landraces and the diversity, culture and 
heritage of regional food systems. 

Currently operating as a network of some 200 micro-growers across Sheffield, the project aims to 
explore how participants can contribute to developing alternative approaches to the production of 
food in Sheffield.   

Awarded £92,840 by Heritage Lottery in April 2022 as well as multiple smaller funders with initial 
funding from Arts Council England, Sheffield Wheat Experiment is an innovative and pioneering 
project that takes a creative and hands on approach to addressing  important issues about the 
resilience of local food systems and the skills and know-how our society needs to re-learn in order to 
break with decades of industrial processes and a disconnection with land, growing and processing 
not just wheat but other types of food. 

We require Project Director services for 136 days in order to co-ordinate and drive forward our 
planned work programme.   This includes the following work strands: 

i) Micro-growing, heritage seed saving, processing 
ii) Baking and using heritage cereals 
iii) Stimulating the market for locally grown heritage foods 
iv) Mapping, dissemination & advocacy 
v) Community engagement programme design and delivery 
vi) Book-keeping, administration & database management 
vii) Communications and marketing 
viii) Funders and stakeholders management reporting 
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This will involve co-ordinating other service providers (administration, evaluation, community 
engagement), liaising with the project steering group and to provide leadership and direction to 
ensure that the anticipated outputs of the project are delivered both to our funders and to the 
participants and audiences with whom we wish to engage. 

 

Methodology 

At Appendix A, please see an edited section from a recent funding application, illustrating the 
project concept and the difference that we want it to make over the next two years. 

Please respond in writing to each of the following Project Director services illustrating your approach 
to the specification: 

PD Services Specification How evidenced? Evaluation 
weighting 

The Service provider is to deliver 
executive leadership of the SWE 
project providing clear direction, co-
ordination and motivation to help 
the Project achieve its objectives 

Service Provider’s method statement (1 
side A4 max) 

 
30% 

Methodology and approach to each 
of the key strands of the project 

Provide evidence of how similar objectives 
have been met by previous or equivalent 
projects and experience (1 side A4 max) 

30% 

Co-ordinate funders reporting and 
accountability requirements to 
ensure meeting or exceeding all 
target outputs. 

Provide evidence of how similar objectives 
have been delivered previously (0.5 side 
A4) 

5% 

Demonstrate how you or your 
team1’s experience is relevant to this 
project providing at least two 
examples of relevant work including 
demonstrating knowledge of 
Sheffield’s growing, creative and 
non-profit sectors 

Provide biography or relevant track record 
in relation to the project with specific 
individuals named and time input 
quantified.  (1 side A4 max) 

10% 

Understanding and knowledge of 
Sheffield’s creative, growing and 
non-for-profit sectors. 

Provide evidence of relevant knowledge 
(0.5 side A4) 

5% 

Communication, marketing and 
persuasive skills 

Evidence of your ability to coordinate and 
manage hight quality communication and 
marketing skills to deliver project 
outcomes. (1 side A4) 

10% 

Innovation and creativity  How will you bring new ideas and creativity 
to SWE? Provide at least 2 previous 
examples from your experience. (0.5 side 
A4) 

5% 

Social impact and values. How will 
your approach improve the social 
impact of SWE 

Indicate how you will approach social 
impact. (0.5 side A4) 

5% 

                                                            
1 If a team, you must provide a clear indication of exactly who will be undertaking the work and the amount 
and time input this will involve 
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Anticipated tasks and outputs for delivery of the contract 
The following are, based on the experience of setting up and operating the initial project, what we 
anticipate will be the key tasks and outputs for this service contract. It may be that these are subject 
to change during project delivery and the supplier will be expected to adapt to the changing context 
and requirements of the project by working closely with the steering group. 
 
Project Management & Reporting 
Prepare high quality documentation and dissemination resources including project reports and 
outputs to funders and stakeholders.  
Work with the evaluation consultant to develop and deliver an evaluation plan. - Work with the 
colleagues to provide clear reports and monitoring of the project against agreed milestones to the 
steering committee.  

Work with colleagues to set up and maintain Google Q&A and sign ups and book-keeping, monitor 
budgets and progress against targets.  

Be the key point of contact for stakeholders and funders providing information and reports as to 
the progress of the project against agreed targets.  

Call and manage bi-monthly management meetings with the management team 
 
Strategic Overview 
To lead on and deliver key strands as part of the community grain economy development  
Work closely with the management team to identify growers with key skills to develop a series of 
heritage trial plots. 
 
To work with the management team to build relationships with 5 independent bakers to develop the 
Sheffield Heritage Loaf  

To continue to develop relationships with University of Sheffield around mapping and data in 
relation to the project. 

To explore creative ways to disseminate and display this information 

To work with colleagues to embed these findings into and develop and deliver a series of events that 
help Sheffield re-imagine itself as a local grain economy.  

To be spokesperson and advocate for The Sheffield Wheat Experiment alongside the management 
committee. 

Communications 
Work with the selected designer & colleagues to design a website and to update and maintain the 
site content in conjunction with the activity and learning programme 
 
Work alongside colleagues to maintain social media #TheSheffieldWheatExperiment  
 
Work alongside colleagues to respond to email enquiries  
 
Work alongside colleagues to send growers newsletter updates on the wider project and 
information on upcoming events & opportunities 
 
Work alongside colleagues to liaise with the management committee and advisors to support 
growers with the growing of their wheat and the problems they encounter (pests, lodging, low 
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germination, etc) through emails and specific ‘How To / Growing Guides’ - also to be published on 
the website.  

Programme Delivery 
Work closely with colleagues to devise and deliver a programme for the micro-growers which 
supports the wider project aims including wider wheat learning, seed saving courses, field trips, 
webinars 
Work closely with and support the colleagues to conceive, design, implement & manage a 
programme of creative engagement, events, activities and initiatives (both online and in 
person) taking a considered and innovative approach to successful participation and 
engagement for diverse people.  

Work closely with and support colleagues to design & distribute a ‘seed gift’ welcome package for 
growers.  

Work closely with and support colleagues to conceive, plan & deliver the two main events: 

1. Processing Day: to process the heritage wheat they have grown by hand; thresh (flail & 
glean), winnow, clean, grind the wheat they have grown and fill flour bags for distribution.  

2. Celebration Event: to share the produce they’ve made and embed ritual into the annual 
harvest. 

Any other tasks relevant to ensuring compliance with Funders’ requirements and to maximise the 
impact and outcomes from the project. 

Relevant skills, experience and knowledge  
Knowledge and understanding of and enthusiasm for heritage cereals and seed saving.  
 
Experience of initiating and coordinating innovative, participatory projects (ideally) with an 
emphasis on horticulture.  

Understanding of participatory arts and engagement 

Confident at public speaking 

Strategic overview and direction and ability to lead people and activity  

Experience of working with diverse communities and a strong understanding of and 
commitment to inclusive practice.  

Communications experience including managing newsletters, websites and social media 
channels.  

Event management experience and an awareness of the challenges and risks of managing large 
numbers of participants and volunteers.  

Ability to operate under their own initiative as well as encouraging support from the steering 
committee and delegating to volunteers and participants to ensure delivery of all the project 
workstreams.  

Appropriate financial and operational experience in managing similar projects.  
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Have a strategic approach to helping the steering committee deliver their objectives and those of 
all stakeholders and funders 

Have attention to detail in respect of all aspects of the project delivery. 

Budget for Services  
The capped budget for delivery of the contract services is £22,500 (including VAT if applicable) for 
the specified services over 23 months. It is expected the contractor will be available to deliver 
services as and when they are required by the project including occasional evenings and 
weekends. 

Statutory compliance 
The service provider will be responsible for coordinating events and all aspects of the work of the 
project including safeguarding, GDPR, Health and Safety, Equal Opportunities and other relevant 
legislation to ensure statutory compliance for the delivery of project. 

Insurance 
The service provider will need to provide evidence of public liability and professional indemnity 
insurance (£1 million). 

Contract Management 
The service contract will be managed by TSWE Steering Group with the Chair taking the lead role 
assisted by colleagues as required. Toby Hyam is the current Chair and can be contacted at 
tobyhyam@gmail.com   

Submission of service contract proposals should be made by email to Toby Hyam by 5.00 pm 13th 
May 2022 

Interviews with a panel of three steering group members will take place on 20th May 2022 and will 
be held at a location in Sheffield. 

mailto:tobyhyam@gmail.com
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Appendix A 

Why create The Sheffield Wheat Experiment? 

The aim of The Sheffield Wheat Experiment is to creatively engage with growers and non- 
growers to increase our understanding of heritage wheat, cereals and other locally grown 
foods, to improve the sustainability of local food growing (including grain to plate initiatives), 
seed-saving, processing, landraces and the diversity, culture and heritage of regional food 
systems. The Sheffield Wheat Experiment provides opportunities for diverse people to 
collectively plant heritage wheat in their gardens, allotments or pots. Whilst the wheat grows, 
they will re-imagine, explore and learn how Sheffield can produce its own flour and bake its 
own bread, as was common-place in days gone by.  
 
The Sheffield Wheat Experiment is an invitation for local people to care, share, tend, notice, connect, 
challenge and change. As we emerge from the pandemic, this project speaks directly to people’s 
needs to rebuild connection and community and take environmental action. Our aim is to improve 
people’swell-being and connection through opportunities to spend time together in nature, learning 
new skills, sharing experiences and stories.  
 
The pandemic revealed the vulnerability in our food systems; food items including flour disappeared 
from supermarkets. Through SWE people will learn about their food heritage and the environmental 
impact of our current food systems and explore how they can change their actions and share ideas 
to help combat the environmental crisis in food farming. How we farm directly affects the amount of 
carbon that is stored in the soil (10b tonnes in the UK). Most UK wheat is dependent on chemical 
inputs which strip goodness from the soil, eventually making it non-viable. One-third of the world’s 
arable soils are degraded, yet we rely on the soil for 95% of our food. We are losing topsoil 
between 10x and 40x faster than it is formed. 95% of wheat now grown in the UK is fully 
dependent on chemical inputs and can no longer be re-sown.  
 
The consequences of this are far reaching. Chemicals enter our food (⅔ of wholemeal bread sampled 
in the UK contains glyphosate). We have lost 75% of our seed diversity. Supermarkets dominate our 
supply chains; 6 retailers sell 80% of the UK’s food and their offer schemes contribute to food waste 
(44% of UK bread is thrown away). The Sheffield Wheat Experiment aims to allow people to 
experience a time before these changes occurred, when holding a handful of seeds was 
holding our past and our future. By tending to heritage wheat in their backyard, gardens, 
allotments and community growing spaces they will experience how historically, people grew 
and collectively processed wheat to feed their community. Our growers will come together to 
learn the traditional skills of threshing, winnowing, grinding and baking. Participants will 
explore how people, communities, skills &amp; nature were reliant on each other, how tacit and 
local knowledge was key, and celebration and ritual were part of everyday life. 
 
The project is about our food heritage and the importance of ancient grains to ordinary 
people as the world faces environmental and health crises. 200 individuals plus community 
groups/schools will plant heritage wheat in their gardens and allotments. Whilst the wheat 
grows, they will explore how these heritage seeds and dying skills have a vital role to play in 
creating healthier, fairer and more resilient food systems and communities and in protecting 
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the environment. They will come together to hand process their grain using traditional 
methods, before baking and sharing the bread. We have lost our connection to our food, 
with the people who grow and process it. Our way of farming and producing food has 
radically changed over the last century. Our current industrialised process of wheat farming 
and the global food system it sits within allows for little transparency in how it is grown or the 
journey it goes on. As one pilot participant said, “I feel completely disconnected to where my 
food comes from”.  
 
95% of wheat now grown in the UK is fully dependent on chemical inputs and can no longer be re-
sown. The consequences of this are far reaching. We have lost 75% of our seed diversity. We are 
losing topsoil between 10x and 40x faster than it’s formed. Since 1970, global wildlife populations 
have decreased by 68% and the UK’s farmland bird index has fallen by 55%. These devastating 
changes directly relate to how ourfood is grown. SWE participants will experience a time before 
these changes occurred; when holding a handful of seeds was holding our past and our future. By 
tending to heritage wheat in their gardens, they will experience how historically, people grew and 
collectively processed wheat to feed their community.  
 
Our growers will come together to learn the traditional skills of threshing, winnowing, grinding and 
baking. Participants will explore how people, communities, skills &amp; nature were reliant on each 
other, how tacit and local knowledge was key and celebration and ritual were part of everyday life. 
Through events, classes, visits and celebrations, they will rebuild connections to the land and to each 
other. 
 
Growers will take us closer to creating a Sheffield landrace of wheat, keep heritage grains 
alive, help each other to be more resilient in the face of climate change, increase seed 
diversity and re-imagine a local grain economy for Sheffield. In turn, they will improve their 
health and wellbeing by connecting with nature, learning new skills, building community, 
combating loneliness, having fun and creating new stories to live by.  
 
What difference will the Sheffield Wheat Project make? 
Heritage. The volume of heritage seed will increase each year because more people will be 
growing wheat enabling more seeds to be saved. -Having introduced heritage seed to 
Sheffield soil, the process of creating a landrace (a wheat of people and place) will be just a 
few years away. -Traditional tools for processing wheat e.g. scythe, sickle, flailers and the 
skills to use them will have been preserved. These tools and skills will be available for 
Sheffield wheat growers to share in the future and we&#39;ll encourage further exploration, 
adaptation and hacks so that the old tools and skills can be recreated and incorporated into 
new ways relevant to contemporary life.  
 
Traditional celebrations and rituals for the wheat harvest will become an established part of 
Sheffield’s cultural calendar with communities growing together to eat together. People: This project 
responds to a burgeoning interest in gardening and growing food. Since the pandemic, Sheffield City 
Council has seen a surge in demand for its 3000 allotment plots. The number of people on the 
waiting list at some sites is double the actual number of plots meaning a potential wait of 7 years.  
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This project will fulfil people’s need to grow things by participating in a novel ‘grow your own’ 
project using their backyard or balcony or by joining a community growing project. “Growing wheat 
– being so unexpected - seems just a wildly great idea. It will look beautiful”. 
 
 Introducing people to growing and processing wheat will impact positively on their health and 
wellbeing because:  
- sowing seed and nurturing crops have therapeutic benefits; 
- they will spend more time outdoors being physically active; 
 -they will meet new people and have fun whilst developing knowledge and skills;  
-they will be introduced to healthier, tastier food choices. 
 
Community. The pandemic highlighted people’s need for connection. This project will help 
create a new community of people connected because their varied interests (gardening, 
local heritage, baking, the environment, health &amp; wellbeing) converge through the common 
purpose of growing wheat to bake bread and save seed. Through the events programme 
(particularly the individual plot visits), people will share their diverse stories and experiences. 
People will take time to notice and appreciate different contributions to achieving their 
shared vision. “I wanted to grow some grains on my allotment before but didn’t know how to. 
“I’m interested in building communities and resilience too so want to be part of this!” 
 
Environment. Pilot participants told us they want to help the environment. “I would like food 
to be grown more locally and lower people’s carbon footprint.” -SWE will help evolve a 
population of wheat that is not dependent on agri-chemicals which damage soil health and 
the biodiversity that surrounds it. -People will learn how the decisions they make can 
support the fragile ecology on which we depend. This will lead to a change in action e.g. - 
reducing food waste -growing their own food and buying locally -not using fertilizers and 
pesticides but considering organic alternatives e.g. companion planting, saving seed. 
 
Why is the project important to your community? 
Analysis of our pilot project reveals people were drawn to SWE because of an established 
interest in growing and processing their own food and reducing the environmental impact of 
their food choices. “I have two allotments at Heeley. I love growing and I’m constantly 
learning about it. I would love to know how to grow wheat, and about the process it goes 
through. Also it’s a great opportunity to meet new people.” “Having grown veg on an 
allotment and found so much joy from it, I’m wanting to expand and look at growing other 
foods.” “I am extremely interested in community led food production and agriculture and am 
interested in how we can develop a more resilient local food system. I would be interested to 
see what benefits can be found from joining a wider network of growers?” 
 
Participants have shared the kind of new activities and skills learning that interests them. Common 
themes include an interest in baking and teaching children about where their food comes from. “My 
husband bakes a lot of bread and bagels with my girls and this would be lovely for them to 
see through from start to finish.” “I will be doing this with my children as a means of helping 
them understand where food comes from.” “I like the idea of learning new skills and 
connecting with the local community to create something. I also really want to teach my 
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daughter about food - where it comes from, how it is produced, the effort and time to make 
food.” This has informed the development of this project’s baking strand. It will provide in- 
person baking workshops and an online learning guide to baking bread with heritage flour (a 
very different process to baking with modern flour) which will enable parents and carers to 
cascade new skills to their children. Pilot participants have also shared their desire to 
deepen their engagement with the project by sharing relevant knowledge and skills with the 
growing community: “I am a passionate Scyther, and teach mowing both personally and at 
the Wildlife Trust where I work. It would be great to look at cutting wheat with a scythe if 
possible during the project.” “I’m part of a project building a community bread oven in 
Pitsmoor.”  
 
Through discussions with potential new community partners we have identified 
how our approach can pivot to develop new activities which address the different needs and 
interests of previously under-represented groups of people. These include providing 
volunteering experience for socially excluded adults who need support to develop prosocial 
skills and build confidence and self-esteem and harnessing young children’s curiosity 
through sensory experiences and creative ‘making’ activities using the wheat. 
 
The Sheffield Wheat Experiment 2022 
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